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Today, Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is
becoming integral to our lives; it has covered virtually any field
of human activity. Therefore, it is hardly surprising that the
use of mobile phones or tablets to access for all kinds of information is now one of the biggest trends.
So people want to have an access to all available information
from wherever they are, and on top of it all, they want to have
some influence over the situation irrespective of their location.
While being able to access for all these opportunities upon
a need - when distance means nothing and when there is
almost no barrier to the necessary flow of information - why
are exhibitions still so important?
The simple answer is that exhibitions cannot be replaced by
digitalization, as exhibitions go beyond a simple flow of information. Exhibitions are the most effective tool for finding new
customers and expanding the geography of sales; exhibitions
help in promoting international cooperation and increasing
the flow of investments. One might argue that today there are
different Internet portals that offer goods and services and
even virtual exhibitions, but even here, the relevance of trade
shows remains unchanged.
Exhibitions offer certain advantages over the IT solutions for
visitors; it is a sort of multisensory perception of events and a
real-life experience of interacting with brands, alongside the
product testing and face to face communication with people,
which helps in learning more about each other. It is also a
place for exchange of ideas, where one can gain invaluable
experience. Statistically, face to face communication has
more benefits and yields more results as compared to negotiating at a distance. There are some people who never
use the Internet, while others remain indifferent to the advertising. Certain groups of people simply avoid making online
purchases. However, those people who are interested in expanding their business still visit exhibitions and spend their
valuable time to acquire specific knowledge and skills which
provide a solid ground for making decisions.
However, it cannot be denied that the digitalization has started to change the industry of events and has affected both
the interactions with exhibitors and visitors, as well as the format of services provided by event organizers. The process of
digitalization has been long; ever since the organizers started

using computers. Today, it is hard to imagine exhibitions without e-registration, matchmaking and other services, including
high-speed Internet connection at Expo Centers. Exhibitions
and IT platforms jointly create new business opportunities.
Synergy of exhibitions and the Internet provide a complete
and diverse impact on the target audience, which makes the
advertising and marketing programs more effective. For example, we have been using Fast Track electronic registration
system for visitors for some years now and the statistics here
speak for themselves with an increasing number of visitors
registered online; the number of visitors registered online
amounted to 15% of the total number of visitors in 2014, and
this number increased to 40% by the end of 2016. We plan to
continue improving this system to minimize the distribution of
printed invitations.
I am sure that the exhibitions and conferences will become
more interactive thanks to mobile devices and various applications, including virtual reality environment in the near future.
Note that innovative technology and software, which are
then actively integrated to our lives, can be first met at Bakutel, the Azerbaijan International Telecommunications and
Information Technologies Exhibition and Conference which
is the most digitalized exhibition in Azerbaijan. I believe that
this year’s Bakutel exhibition, which will be held from 5th to
8th of December at Baku Expo Center, will also please us
with the industry innovations. The exhibition is held with the
organisational support of the Ministry of Transport, Communications and High Technologies of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
The event is organised by Caspian Event Organisers (CEO).
I think that Bakutel 2017 will allow us to look into the future of
consumer technologies, and in our turn, we can adopt these
technologies for the next exhibitions.
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